
eeaa er. -heohaeis, 	 1/6/Be 

Please excuse the typogreehical errors that will abound unless my wife lute time 
to read and ocreect this, bet today is one of ey short deys and leaee is maxtaxs 
nuch 1  nust do. 

"nst night I fieishcd "Beyond the flies Case" and today I have *curl letter cf the 
3rd. I'm delighted that you plan to update tho excellent essay and plan a definitive 
biography of Hoover! I think I can help you with both projects and to thins end will 
send oopins of this lette to my FOIA layer, Jim "ecar, who also re,mesents other 
PO:A requenters, and to Prof. David Wrone, Univ Wisconsin Stevens l'oint, who All 
have all my records and alre-dy (I hope!) pea some you can use - early Hoover. 

If any portions relating; to leircantonio are ever updated, my wife and I should 
be spoken to. ( I thine there is en error in referring to him ne the only Member of 
the Congress who voted against Korea. Didn't Taft?) I'll be quite surprised if my wife 
and I are not in the FBI's records about him. If you are is touch with Waltzer we'd 
like to blow and would, I an sure, like to read that long (17opp?) FBI atunmary report. 

Marc lived with me for some time and later my wife handled natte:s eertaining to 
his district ir his hashiecton office. During those days he was connected with the 
International Labor Defense, I think as its head after or before Anna Damon, and a 
former novelist, Louis (Limoy( Colhan, had ltd Washington office. Mose reeortis 
should ibclude an exceptionally veluable volume of clip -rings and other materials 
about Hoover 	the Fel. I have no idea where colivrd or if he is still alive, 
but ho would be a good source and night know where those files may be if they sill 
exist. A woman nemed Sescha Snail also was in the New York office and she might know. 

There is also a cririnalist named Mike Fooner you should be able to locate and 
can be informative. He was fired le,  Hoover in about 1935-6 for trying eo breenize 
an emeloyees union. He had an unrelated associate with my name. 

Al Bernstein was Max Lowenthal's research assistant nor his hook. Al is Carl's 
father. When 1 last kaew him he lived on River Road in Washiegton. kely wife worked 
with el, Max - and Alger.) 

You are, of coery  welcome to arerthine I have. I've made several subject files 
of FOIA records that might ietereet you. One is of Hc.,:vors c notations, end I'll try 
to remember to include a gem, and the other ia labelled merely "tontrol" and indicates 
how his FBI controlled the cause in chick I cm interacted. 

I have an4heve read most of at least a therd of a million pages of FeI records. 
I've worked a little with them (the %mien County, Ay, 1977 conspiracy erne) raid 
rather much against them, FOIA and as James Earl Hay's investigator. 

ey own belief is ;.hat in his leter years the FJI's bureaucrats eanipulated him 
rather much and Inaw how to eon him, via is incredible ego. A few causing illustrationd 
are available. How they rewrote his "eirren Commission testimony to make it comprehensible 
and persuaded him that the court riporter was incomeetent and hoe they eerved ha was 
right when he was wrong (involving a left turn, yet, if you are familiar` wit. Schott's 
book) and I published a picture to prove he was wrong. He was acted wey Oswald did 
not shoot JFK as the motorcade was aperoaching the buildiee and he said it was 
because there were trees in the way. That was the mays street weehoue  treca. Hut after 
the motorcade turned left gee of that street there were trees, so, as always, ti a 
Director was Right. think I have a file of this title, too. And a file on his 
sending a Portugese azi Xmas cards. (In his early days he built his political base 
with our native Nazis and I think Wrone has what I then had and filed.) 

:tee of ay early files were decieeted by the ene fink in the Hollywood ten. 
Charles Kramer breueiet Edward Dteetryt to ey home because Charles knew that before 



nurtu oalr tt A unu ruzlAntrunklu a WOK on :no mos coma/zee. I let the: tae ale-thing 
they wanted and I never saw either - Or a single one of my boxes of pages - again. 
I'd known OMNI Kramer when we were both on the Senate Civil Liberties committee but 
we wore not close. (Auk, of course, &Ain kbt, again not closely.) 

I becune friend with the James Mcinerney who later headed both Lands and 
Criminal Divisions when he was an FBI agent on the Harlan case. He wound up in 
private practise and was then one of the few lawyers who would represent security-
case victimd. He was a good agent and a good human being. This reminds me of a 
Hoover story of that day and in turn I anaroeptee to su,xest that if you are ever 
near hare it might be good if we could takkand you could, if you'd like, tape. You 
Can use my equip ant. 

I did not read your fine book under the best conditions. I spend about three 
hours each morning in walking therapy at a local mall, where I can sit when it is 
frequently necessary. When I sit and raise my bad leg I read. Making notes also was 
not convenient but I did make a few on the bookmark. 

In connection with revising your essay I think you should make it clear that 
what is Not Recorded in one file le recorded in another and that this pertains to 
FeIHQ records only. In this regard, I suggest treating and explaining the "see" 
cards, which I believe are the major part of the indices. It is from the notations 
of NEs that I picked up met of the 94 DeLoach files I finally began to record. 

Waltzer's piece on 1%arcanttnio is exoellent but with regard to the pe-son a 
bit fiat and misleading. If it is ever revised I hope he speaks to me. He was not 

A Communist and he remained appinst US involvement in the European war after the 
Nazi attack on thoeiSSR. The Dally Worker denounced him. His relationehiRe were 
not ly with Communists ond most could not have been Communists. (Vivian sadden 
works or s him for a while nut was not much help.) 

On 282 and elsewhere you refer to State mards and access to them. On 247 
You give five questions, the fifth quite important, ambiguous, and not addressed 
later, "Had Chambers received typed State Department documents from Hisao..." 
The two are related. Did Chambers get any State records from anyone else? Very 
likely, but to tee best of my knowledge his lawyers never pursued this, not even to 
raise questions of reasonable doubt. Int those days at least the central records 
people at State, Alen' I was for a while in the transferred part hf OSS (under 
Uaurioe Halperin for part of the time) there was a careful record of each document 
sent out. So it was possible to identify each who had any document. The Congress 
also had access. 

On (I think 285 and olaeweere) the question of whoe the FEC receives? any 
documents-:r areethine else' prectime id to fill out an evidence enveloee, wYlch is 
what it is called, an FD 340, which does not only date but becomee the basis for 
testifying to the chain of possession by having notations of circulation any return. 
In Washington that field office would have the FD340s, not FiIHQ. 

In your Chapter 7, footnote 25 (p. 304): "I have unsuccessfully requested the 
release of all FBI documents pertaining.ito Cronin, and have been Advised that the 
Bureau has no index listing such reports." Typical FBI Cointclproing of requesters 
by making the knowingly wrong search. It does not index by subject. To be able to 
make an honest response it must use the only relevant index, its "see" cards, which 
will have all indexed references to Orenin. It apeears not to have done thin and to 
have reported a phony search to you. (Martin Wood is quite experienced in swearing to 
knowingly phoAy searches :,nd I've caught hie and others often enough.) Moreover, the 
field office pay be the may place to search and the FBI never does this voluntarily. And whom it is compelled to it not infrequently lies. If it w nts to hide. 

Have you thought of asking Quin Shea if he can help you with either the revision 



and updating 4the hook? He I.:ay not be coepromised, I think would not be, end 
might reeemberithe dieeloeure of pertinent records to others. If you want to ask 
him and do not want to -write him at the beeartnent I can give you his home 
address. I know he knows you because he phoned me a week ago and he indicated this 
when 1 told him you'd done so fine a book. (He'd gotten records for me whee the 
Yel swore they did not exist and I told him where to look and L've gotten records 
his staff, like swig hitched, could not find after the Fel lied.) 

I do not expect the 'At to use my letter about Cleveland but I thought I'd 
write it anyway. The Post has its own shibboleths. But if I see anything else I'll 
send it along. I didn't think you see the Post, so I sent the earlier things. 

If the Cleveland and Adams responses surprised you, you have not had ray 
experiences with the Fat They react incredibly to aay suggestion of criticism 
aid when they are caught they react most strongly. And uninhibitedly. There is 
absolutely nothing of which they are not capable. 

While I have no way of knowSne, I'm incline I to believe that much of what you 
have been led to believe was destroyed may still exist, in the original or if 
destroyed parapqes form and in merely filed where they can pretend a search and 
not find it. I've caught them at this often. It is not uncomeon and may be required 
for the field office to note the existence of inforeation in destroyed records in 
other records. I have many Plemphis illustrations of this in political files 
related to blacks. Thole is a minted form ozi which destructions are posted along 
with references to other records holding the destroyed information. 

Than also, do not forget the abstracts I think I mentioned. I have no reason 
to believe any of than were destroyed. They are at ITIHe only and, at leant until 
4-5 years ago when e established their existence and pertinence wore for every 
FBIBe record. There in an original and a copy, one filed by serial number the 
other chronoloeioally. 

They'll resist disclocure of any abstracts vigorously and uninhibitedly 
because they can lead to embarrassment and proof of lying. 

.s you review the hoover records, 	be quite interested also in any pertaining 
to the King assassination and its investigation. If I do not have to fight a couple 
of contempt citations I hope to return to that book eoon. If these people wore not 
so poweremad, irrational in their hatreds and in general just not good people I'd 
think there is little charm they'll ask for a contempt citation or two. I'm refusing 
to do as they got a fink judge to order, no they can charge me or back down, the 
latter vital to FOIA. 	offer of eettlement is that they beck down and pay my 
coots and I wi11 net eheeee. They have to ceneider what might hr psin on appeal, 
and they are oragy to want oven an airing. But with these people, who knows? 
(The congroversy centers around discovery, their discovery of me in FOIA litigation. 
If they get aeay with this, FOIA is done with.) 

Beat wishes, 

/ 
/ 

Herold 14eieberg 



Department of History 

MU Marquette 
University 
Charles L. Coughlin Hall 
Milwaukee, WI 53233 
(414) 224-7217, 224-7385 

January 3, 1984 

Dear Mr. oleisberg, 

Having been out of town these pant ten days, I have only today received 
your letters of December 22 and 28, 1983 and the enclosed news clippings and 
letters to the editor. We do not get the .4ashington  Post and thus I had no 
other knowledge of this "press"--and appreciate your thoughtfulness in clipping 
and sending this on to me. Interestingly, I opened your lektE,of December 28 
first and read with great interest the critical letters of7ormer FBI officials. 
Needless to say, my interest in the Washington  Post editorial of -)ecember 16 
peaked, and I had planned to write you to request that you send me a copyt of 
this editorial. As I read through my mail--and the publicity has precipiated 
an avalanche of letters--I came across your earlier letter enclosing a cl;er 
of the editorial. naving read same, I find Adams's and Cleveland's responses 
most interesting--the -eost editorial merely cites my success in obtaining 
the noover file documents and neither evaluates my work nor cites my recent 
publicetions (I would have loved either). Clearly Adams and Cleveland are 
so thin-skinned that even the most inSiglgolicant and innocent reference 
precipitates what seems to have been an automatic response from Bureau officials: 
castigate the motives and character of a critic (even in this case only an 
FOIA requestor). 	is quite revealing about their mentality--although I 
am sure that they were Act sufficiently perceptive to recognize that. 

I also appreciate your kind and positive comments about my essay in 
Beyond the Hiss Case.  I have made it a special point to attempt to decipher 
the FBI's filing procedures, and with some success. I continue to welcome 
both suggesti ns and examples of other such practices--and in that respect 
your lengthy letter was particularly welcomed and helpful. I should like at 
some future date to update the essay, incorporating new material and examples. 
I do not profess to being comprehensive--a beginning has to be made with the 
ultimate objective of promoting further research and discovery. 

My present research, and Adams and Cleveland will be varticularly discomfited 
by this, is to write an administraLive biography of hoover s FBI--that is 
a biography of Hoover and his role in the exppnaion of the FBI. I know that 
there is considerable interest in Hoover as a person--while his personality 
does not interest me terribly I know that one cannot understand the bureau 
Athout first understanding H over. 1  suspect that this research project will 
take years for completion. I lo hope to write the definitive biography. 1  suspect 
that most readers will not have the passion and intensity of interest as either 
-dams or yourself--I am not lumping the two of you, my only point is that our 
generation felt strongly about Hoover, a feeling not shared by younger americans. 

I an pleased that you have passed on the info on the microfilm project. a 
t should be a must for any research library (personal or institutional). I 

shall keep in mind your own research interests and pass along any relevant 
information as I review these files more closely in the ensuing months. 

As ever, ice' 


